Citizen Science to Assess Light Pollution with Mobile Phones
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Abstract: The analysis of the colour of artificial lights at night has an impact on diverse fields, but current data sources have either limited resolution or scarce availability of images for a specific region. In this work, we propose crowdsourced photos of streetlights as an alternative data source: for this, we designed NightUp Castelldefels, a pilot for a citizen science experiment aimed at collecting data about the colour of streetlights. In particular, we extract the colour from the collected images and compare it to an official database, showing that it is possible to classify streetlights according to their colour from photos taken by untrained citizens with their own smartphones. We also compare our findings to the results obtained from one of the current sources for this kind of study. The comparison highlights how the two approaches give complementary information about artificial lights at night with the possibility of accurate, massive and cheap data collection.
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1. Introduction

Artificial lights at night are an important indicator of human activity and of their impact on the environment. Their study allows for an estimation of many complex global parameters, with applications ranging from economy, allowing for predictions of gross domestic product [1], population density [2] and energy consumption [3,4], to environmental sciences, helping in the estimation of carbon dioxide emissions [5,6], sky brightness [7,8] and landscape connectivity [9]. Most of the above-mentioned studies focus on light intensity, with data collected from panchromatic remote sensing instruments placed on satellites, such as the DMSP-OLS [3] and the VIIRS-DNB from the Suomi North Polar Partnership (SNPP) [10].

However, important information can also be extracted from the spectra of light sources. Indeed, recent works have demonstrated that different ranges of the visible spectrum impact differently a plethora of biological processes, affecting profoundly the flora [11], the fauna [12–14] and human communities [15,16]. In particular, according to various studies on ecological and health indicators [16–18], it is the blue range of the spectrum that affects most the living beings.

Currently, there are insufficient field surveys that relate colour ambient light with health impacts. In some cases, they use a field survey to compare the intensity but not the resolution [19]; in others, they show the limitations of comparing uncalibrated and low-resolution International Space Station (ISS) images with field data, again without...
colour information [20]. A summary of all health and environmental impacts can be found on [21].

At the same time, we have poor estimations of the light intensity in this range, due to the blindness to blue light of the instruments on satellites mentioned above. For example, current estimations of the growth of blue light global emission in the 1992-2017 period varies between 49% to 270% depending on the different scenarios. Moreover, recent publications show how European Union light emissions have increased by 13% in the green range of the spectrum and by 25% in the blue one [22]. It is thus evident that it is crucial to find other data sources to estimate the blue contribution to light emissions, even with limited accuracy, in order to reduce significantly this error and obtain better estimations of the radiance [23,24] that would lead to more accurate economical and ecological indicators [25]. It has been demonstrated that obtaining at least an approximation of the colour temperature of the light sources is important [26]: while it does not give as complete information as a spectrum, it is a sufficient parameter to determine the potential environmental impact.

Various systems have been tested to determine at least the colour temperature of the lighting technologies used in different regions of the world. Photo-metric techniques have limitations, either in spatial and spectral resolution, that make it difficult and expensive to obtain. Images are thus the main data source for this kind of analysis, no matter if they have been taken from airplanes, cars, the International Space Station (ISS) or other smaller artificial satellites [25]. Regarding satellite images, coloured data are currently available only from two sources: the photos taken by astronauts from the International Space Station (ISS) with a commercial digital single-lens reflex camera [27,28] and the ones generated by the commercial satellite JL1-03B [29]. Nonetheless, both sources have serious limitations. For example, JL1-03B images are mainly accessible on request and cover few regions of the Earth. The ISS images coverage of the Earth surface is higher, but their resolution varies widely depending on the location. While low-resolution images may be sufficient to represent large areas in some cases, they are not useful in densely populated regions, where outdoor lighting is usually extremely variable: this highlights the importance of collecting data with the highest possible resolution, especially in urban areas. Moreover, as most streetlamps emit light towards the ground, the spectra extracted from the images taken from satellites may be distorted, depending on the characteristics of the reflecting surfaces [30].

It is also possible to infer blue light emissions from streetlight databases, which usually contain information about the location and the lighting technology (which determines the emission spectrum). However, it is difficult to obtain such data, as public lighting databases are usually managed by local authorities and their accessibility may vary depending on the local government. Moreover, an important contribution to light pollution comes from private illumination, for which no database exists. To circumvent these problems, researchers have used satellite images to assess and characterise light in the visible spectrum for specific regions.

In this work, we propose the use of widely available light sensors—smartphone cameras—as a way to characterise the colour of artificial lights at night. This approach is a low-cost solution to complement and enrich satellite data while addressing some of the challenges of the other data sources. With people collecting photos of streetlights with their own smartphone, it is possible to collect information about the colour of artificial lights at night with unprecedented spatial resolution, as well as to reach urban areas that are not covered by currently available data sets. Furthermore, as the photos aim directly at the source of the light, they are not affected by the colour aberrations that affect satellite images due to reflection. To this aim, we have designed a citizen science experiment (NightUp), in which participants photograph artificial lights with their mobile phones. In this work, we analyse the data collected during the pilot NightUp campaign in the city of Castelldefels (Barcelona, Spain), showing the potential of mobile phones and citizen participation as an important source of data to study artificial lights at night.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition by Citizen Science

Even though there are many definitions of citizen science [31], they converge on the fact that it involves crowdsourcing part of a scientific experiment (e.g., data collection, pattern recognition, data analysis) to voluntary citizens outside the academic environment. This practice is very valuable, because it strengthens the relationship between the public and the academic world and transforms citizens from passive recipients of dissemination activities into active elements of the research process. At the same time, citizen science experiments are a very relevant tool for the scientific community, that can lead to solid scientific results that would be difficult without a collective effort due, for example, to the huge amount of data to be collected and/or classified [32–35].

In the last twenty years, the advent of smartphones has become a game changer in citizen science. Indeed, their collections of sensors (microphones, location sensors, cameras, etc.) allow citizens to have a small laboratory in their pockets [36–38]. More importantly, scientists now can potentially reach every corner of the world for their data collection campaigns. With this in mind, we have designed NightUp, a citizen science experiment that uses these widespread cameras to collect data missing in the light pollution scientific community: the spatial distribution of colour for artificial light at night.

The success of a citizen science experiment such as NightUp depends on two main factors: effective engagement strategies to gather and retain volunteers and a simple but rigorous method to collect the data to ensure that the citizen science practitioners deliver good quality data with minimum training. For the pilot phase, we have focused mainly on the latter factor, developing a mobile phone application (app) with an intuitive user experience and visual tutorials, allowing participants to collect data without special equipment nor specific training. The app has been designed with a single and simple task for the participants: they only had to point their smartphones at the streetlights and take a photo through the app. The app would then upload it automatically to a server together with the geolocation of the device, its accuracy and a timestamp. Users could also answer optional questions about the light direction and the distance between similar lamps. The app collected the data anonymously, assigning an alphanumeric ID to each device, without gathering any other personal information.

The idea of the NightUp method is that any person with a smartphone around the world should be able to contribute to the experiment with few simple steps. In order to compare results, the devices must be calibrated, but it is unrealistic to assume that each user could calibrate their own device or that we could do it for each model available on the market. We thus assumed that the calibration that smartphone cameras undergo to meet the ISO standards would be sufficient to obtain satisfactory results. Moreover, the app set the white balance of the smartphone camera to a colour temperature of 3000 K, when allowed by the device.

The data presented in this paper come from the NightUp pilot campaign (NightUp Castelldefels), which was designed to test the hypothesis that no further calibration is needed to distinguish warmer light sources from colder ones. The pilot campaign lasted from November 2019 to March 2020, involving 74 unique users that contributed with 1112 photos. This first campaign was limited to the Castelldefels area, a mid-sized city that shows a variety of natural (beach, hills, plain) and artificial (industrial, commercial and residential areas) landscapes. Additional data from Castelldefels, Barcelona and El Prat de Llobregat areas were added in Fall 2020 and 2021, reaching a total of 1372 contributions.

2.2. Image Analysis

In this section, we describe the three steps for the analysis of the photos taken with the NightUp application. The first step consists of manually cleaning the dataset from spurious images. The goal of the second step is to extract the colour of a given streetlight. To this end, we develop an algorithm to locate the region where the lamp is in the image. Then, we extract the average pixel colour to identify the colour temperature of the light. Finally,
we associate all the extracted colours to their corresponding geolocalisations and plot their spatial distribution on a map of Castelldefels.

2.2.1. Manual Verification

In citizen science experiments, we often face the existence of incorrect samples, due for example to possible miscommunication between organizers and participants. This often generates invalid data, which potentially lead to inaccurate results. In our case, before starting the analysis process on the data set of the pilot campaign (November 2019–March 2020), we discarded the following types of photos (number and percentage with respect to the total pilot dataset in parenthesis): (i) photos where the background is not completely dark (e.g., taken at dusk) that can lead to an overestimation of the blue component in our analysis (235 photos, 21.1%); (ii) photos that, despite the instructions given, are not taken pointing directly at a light source (113 photos, 10.2%); (iii) photos that are not streetlights (409 photos, 36.8%). Note that a photo can fail on various of the previous points.

After the manual verification, we have been left with 698 photos—62.8% of the total photos taken by untrained citizens. The photos taken after March 2020, used in Section 3.4.3, were taken by users personally trained by the organizers, so that none of their photos have been discarded during the manual validation process.

2.2.2. Colour Extraction

In order to find the light source in the uploaded photos and extract their colours, we developed an algorithm that works as follows: (i) the image is transformed into its grey-scaled version; (ii) we apply a Gaussian blur, a common procedure in image analysis to filter noisy images and enhance their segmentation [39]; (iii) we set an intensity threshold to highlight only the brightest regions of the photos; (iv) we select the largest region arising from the threshold, assuming that it corresponds to the lamp. It is a fair assumption, as we instructed citizens to point directly at the light source when shooting the photo.

We crop the region where the lamp is with a rectangular box large enough to contain both the light source and its aura. In fact, the lamp pixels are often saturated, so the aura—which shares the spectral properties of the lamp—is especially important to extract the colour information. To achieve this, we exclude all pixels in the cropped box that are saturated in at least one of the Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) channels of the digital image. We average the value in each channel over the remaining pixels, obtaining the average colour of the box, which we assign to each image. Figure 1 shows the results of this procedure for three different photos, where each image has an assigned colour, depicted in the coloured circles.

Human experts have checked manually that our algorithm extracts the correct colour from all the photos (698) that passed the manual verification described in Section 2.2.1, proving our algorithm as a strong and robust method. If we apply the same procedure to the whole dataset (1389 photos), the segmentation was correct in 87.97% of the photos, while the colour was correctly extracted in 79.4%. This percentage could be improved in future campaigns, for example adding to the app automatic quality checks and feedback for the user before the submission of the photos. Moreover, the photos processed here may now serve as a valid training dataset for upcoming works, in which machine-learning-based segmentation algorithms [40] may enhance the accuracy of the analysis of the photos.

For the following analysis, we consider only manually verified photos, which have been segmented correctly. We perform a change of basis from RGB to the Hue (H), Saturation (S) and Value (V) model [41], which is particularly suitable to easily distinguish between blue and red. Figure 2 shows the extracted colours of the lights in a H-S diagram. For our discussion, we focus on the H and S variables, because the value of V (associated with lightness) gives no information relative to the light spectrum. Notably, we see that two main regions arise, one with $0 \leq H \leq 0.2$, corresponding to warm colours, and a second region with Hue values around 0.6, corresponding to cold ones.
Figure 1. (Top row): Three examples of light source location by means of our algorithm. (Bottom row): The area in the rectangle of the image above is cropped and the circle in the bottom right corner shows the colour assigned to each lamp.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of the colour extracted from the NightUp photos as a function of the Saturation and Hue value, in Cartesian (left) and polar (right) coordinates. The colour of each point is calculated with the procedure presented in Section 2.2.2.

An important assumption for the NightUp project is that smartphones cameras can successfully distinguish between different colours, even without additional calibration. To test the validity of such statement, we choose the three devices that took the most photos (59, 57 and 52, respectively) and plot their H-S diagram (see Figure 3). We observe that each device reproduces the separation of collected data into two main regions, as in Figure 2, even if with less statistics, as expected.
Figure 3. Scatter plots of the colour extracted from the photos taken by the three devices with more uploads to the NightUp application.

2.2.3. Spatial Distribution of the Colour of Artificial Light at Night

The NightUp app records the location of the smartphone when the photo is taken, so that we can represent the collected data on a map as in the left panel of Figure 4, obtaining information about the spatial distribution of the colour of artificial light at night in Castelldefels. We observe that the data points are not homogeneously distributed: they appear mainly concentrated around the commercial area. This shows the importance of the collaboration with local entities (such as city council, library and schools) and of focused engagement campaigns for the data collection in order to cover wider territories. For instance, a data collection activity was organized in collaboration with the school Col·legi Frangol (Latitude: 41.288°, Longitude: 1.984°), resulting in almost 30 new devices and more than 580 photos in one night, increasing notably the density of photos in the north-east area and along the central part of the northern highway (upper red road), as depicted in the left panel of Figure 4.

Maps such as the ones in the left panel of Figure 4 have the potential to help the light pollution scientific community to estimate the impact of the colour of light in living beings and the blue contribution to global light emission.

Figure 4. (a) Spatial distribution of the NightUp dataset for Castelldefels. (b) Spatial distribution of the streetlights as depicted in the dataset from the city council.

3. Results

The NightUp dataset is composed of images taken with different devices with no specific calibration: it is therefore important to show that the colours extracted with the method described in Section 2.2 provide valid information for scientific studies. To this aim, in this section, we compare our results with the streetlight database from the city council of Castelldefels, identifying regions in the H-S space that correspond to different colour
categories that can be used for the characterisation of unlabelled databases. Moreover, we compare the colours extracted from NightUp data to the ones derived from an image shot from the ISS, which is currently used as one of the main sources for this type of information.

3.1. Comparing NightUp Data to the City Council Streetlight Database

Thanks to the collaboration of Castelldefels city council in the NightUp project, we have access to a list of verified streetlights (see the right panel of Figure 4), including their spatial coordinates and the lamp type. This information allows us to associate each image with a potential real streetlight and validate the colour information extracted from the photo. It is important to note that such information might not be easy to obtain for many cities or regions: for this reason, an experiment such as NightUp, once validated, could be an important source of information for the light pollution scientific community. Moreover, city councils’ databases only cover public lightning managed by the municipality, thus not including private lights and the ones who might be managed by other kinds of local government.

3.2. Geolocalisation

The city council database distinguishes between five different lamp types, based on the technology used for light generation, with huge disparity in number (percentage in parenthesis): high-pressure Sodium (HPS, 76.0%), light emitting diode (LED, 17.4%), plug-in fluorescent (PL, 2.4%), metal-halide (MH, 2.4%) and fluorescent (F, 1.8%) lamps. The reported colour temperature for the different technologies are 3000–3500 K for LED, 4000 K for PL, 3500–4000 K for MH and 3500 K for F lamps.

Associating an image from the NightUp dataset to a lamp from the city council database is a non-trivial problem in some cases. In fact, the locations in our dataset have limited precision (15 m on average) and accuracy (users may have shot the photos from a certain distance of the streetlight). This may lead to mistakes in associating a NightUp image to a streetlight from the city council database, especially in areas with high density of streetlights of different types. To minimize such error source, we restrict our analysis to the photos for which the three closest lamps are of the same type, reducing to a 96.3% (672 images) of the original, human-verified dataset.

3.3. Colour Extraction with Different Devices

In order to check whether smartphone cameras are able to provide consistent information about the colour of a light source, we investigate the Hue–Saturation distribution of the extracted colours from photos taken in a small area (Latitude ∈ [41.2884, 41.28882], Longitude ∈ [1.9799, 1.981]) in which only HPS lamps are present, according to the city council database. The assumption is that in a small area the lamps would be as similar as possible, allowing us to compare how different smartphone cameras respond to the same light source, even without prior calibration. In Figure 5 we highlight the colours corresponding to the photos taken by four different devices in that area. Even though the different points are not exactly in the same region of the H-S diagram, showing some dispersion among the different devices, all photos cluster in the top left of the diagram, corresponding to the warm colours associated with HPS lamps. This certifies that it is possible to identify colours within a certain precision with the NightUp method, even with different devices that have not been calibrated for this task.
Figure 5. Scatter plots for the colours extracted from a set of photos taken in an area where all the lamps were verified to be of the same type (HPS). Each panel corresponds to the photos taken by a different device. The shaded points are the colours extracted from the photos of the whole human-verified database, for comparison.

3.3.1. Lamp Colour Clusterisation and Automatic Labelling

The previous figure suggests that even though different devices may assign slightly different colours to the same light source—the colours extracted with our procedure for the same kind of lamp will cluster in the same region of the Hue-Saturation space.

In fact, thanks to the comparison of our human-verified database with the city council, we observe that the majority of the extracted colours associated with HPS lamps via the method described in Section 3.2 fall in the region marked with the orange border in Figure 6. This region contains 82% of the photos associated with HPS lamps and only 3.2% of non-HPS lamps. For this reason, we can assume that a future photo falling in this region will be most likely a lamp that emits warm light, such as an HPS one or an LED with colour temperature smaller than 3000 K.

Figure 6. Scatter plot of the whole NightUp database as a function of saturation (distance from the centre) and hue (angle). The coloured lines separate the regions of the H-S pace corresponding to different blue-light intensity levels. The boundaries of these regions are indicated in the legend.

Using only the average colour as information, it is difficult to distinguish between different light technologies that emit light in overlapping regions of the visible spectrum [27]. For this reason, we cannot assign a specific light technology to an area of the H-S diagram as we did for the HPS lamps. Of course, having access to the lighting technology (and hence to the exact light spectrum) would be optimal. However, in many light pollution studies it is sufficient to be able to distinguish in which region of the light spectrum the lamp emits more light. For this reason, we focus on demonstrating that the NightUp method can successfully distinguish warm lamps, such as the HPS ones, with almost no emissions in the blue region of the spectrum, from other light sources with colour temperature higher then 3000 K that show more emissions in the blue region of the spectrum.
We decide to create three separated regions, as shown in Figure 6 assigned to cold (blue box, 33.3% of total non-HPS lamps), neutral (grey box, 33.3%) and warm (yellow box, 25%) to classify the non-HPS lamps according to their amount of blue light in their average colour. The last region contains all the rest of the H-S space, that contains only a few outliers, usually related to poor quality images, in which phones wrongly capture the colours.

With this classification, it is easy to assign a new unlabelled photo to one of these categories, making it easy to characterise the light source according to its blue light content.

3.4. Comparing NightUp data to ISS images

As a further validation of our method, we compare our results to the ones obtained from the analysis of high-resolution images taken by astronauts from the International Space Station (ISS).

3.4.1. ISS Image Analysis

We focus our study on the image ISS062-E-102578, which is the sharpest image of the area taken from the ISS in the period of the NightUp experiment. It is important to note that the ISS images are radiance calibrated [28], and their pixel value is given in radiance units (nW · cm⁻² · sr⁻¹ · Å⁻¹) (where nW refer to nanoWatts, cm to centimetres, sr to steradians and Å to angstroms). On the other hand, the NightUp images are displayed in JPEG format, which means that their pixel values have arbitrary units calibrated according to the ISO standards [42] and the correlated colour temperature (CCT) definition [43]. In order to be able to compare the images from the two different sources, we apply a sequence of manipulations to the ISS image, which effectively generate pixel values comparable to those of a JPEG images (see Appendix for the detailed procedure).

3.4.2. Comparison between the NightUp and ISS Results for the City of Castelldefels

Figure 7a depicts the ISS image ISS062-E-102578 centred in the Barcelona area, after the transformation described in the previous paragraph. In this image, we identify the pixels corresponding to the geolocations given by: (i) the Nightup photos; (ii) the Castelldefels city council database. We then extract the colour for each one of these pixels and plot the corresponding H-S values in Figure 7b,c for each set of localisations. As opposed to previous plots, the colour of each point here represents the kernel density estimation with Gaussian kernels, \( \rho(H, S) \) [44]. As the number of data points is much larger than in previous cases, with this procedure we can show an accurate approximation of the density distribution of lamps in the H-S space. Here, in contrast to the NightUp analysis (see Figure 2), the distribution of colours is heavily concentrated around values of H ∼ 0 and does not yield a clear distinction between different lamp colours.

It is important to note that the ISS images have much lower spatial resolution than the NightUp data. For instance, the ISS sampling is 25 m per pixel, with a Point Spread Function (PSF) of 75 m. Moreover, the ISS image include all sources of artificial light at night, including the ones that are not public streetlights. While the NightUp dataset also contains non-street light sources, the users were asked to take photos only from the street, hence lowering the contribution of other light sources (e.g., lights in private gardens or soccer fields). Another important source of error is the sensitivity towards obstacles for the ISS images: for example, the ISS cannot detect the streetlights under dense canopies of trees. Moreover, streetlights are usually directed towards the ground, as their main objective is illuminating the streets. In this case, the ISS images can capture their reflection, which affects the measured colours [30] and in some cases the direct light. On the other hand, NightUp photos capture the light source directly, without obstacles or reflections that may change the measured colour.
Figure 7. (a) Satellite image of the metropolitan area of Barcelona from the International Space Station. (b) H-S diagram of the colours of the pixels of picture (a) associated with the locations of NightUp photos. (c) H-S diagram of the colours of the pixels of picture (a) associated with the streetlights from the city council database. The colour of each point represents its kernel density estimation value with respect to a Gaussian kernel $\rho(H, S)$ (see main text for details). The outer red rings in picture (b,c) correspond to the saturation value $S = 1$.

Finally, we observe in both Figure 7b,c that many points show saturation values $S = 1$ (outer ring in red). All these points correspond to colours with a very low-value $V$, meaning that the associated pixels were mainly dark (black). This could arise mostly from two phenomena: (i) the presence of an obstacle between the light emitter and the satellite; (ii) the ISS images are not automatically assigned to a location, but they are georeferenced with the procedure described in [28]; eventual errors in georeferencing the ISS images lead to extract the colour of pixel where no lamp is present. These two effects are not present in NightUp, as (i) the photos are directly aimed at the light source, and hence no obstacle is expected; (ii) the geolocation is automatically assigned to the photo by the NightUp app, even if with some smaller errors, as shown in Section 3.2 and Figure 4.

In Figure 8 we show the map of Castelldefels and highlight: (a) the lamps of the city council database, as well as their type (orange for HPS, blue for the rest); (b) the colour of the pixels associated with the city council database lamps as extracted from the ISS image; (c) the colour of the images of the NightUp dataset. This figure highlights some differences between the information that can be extracted from the two sources. For instance, the ISS image allows for a complete characterisation of all the lamps in the municipality with just one image. However, it is difficult to distinguish regions with different lamp types, as we have shown in Figure 7. On the contrary, the NightUp approach allows for a much better characterisation of the colour, allowing us to distinguish HPS lamps from the rest. However, data are not uniformly distributed and mainly concentrated in the most populated areas. Nevertheless, this can be addressed with more focused advertising and the collaboration with local entities in future NightUp campaigns. We note that the data presented in this paper were acquired at different times: the NightUp dataset was gathered from November 2019 to March 2020; the city council’s database was issued in Summer 2020 while the ISS image dates of March 2020. While some changes to the public streetlights may have happened in between, those are minimal and we do not expect them to affect our analysis.

To further extend our comparison, we focus now on two areas of Castelldefels: each one contains lamps from the same lamp category as given by the city council database. Both are marked in Figure 8 with white boxes and further highlighted in Figure 9. The top-right area of the maps contains only HPS lamps, while the bottom-left contains only LED lamps. The extracted colours from the ISS image and NightUp are shown in Figure 9b,e and Figure 9c,f, respectively. We first focus on the LED region (Figure 9a–c), where 24 photos where acquired with NightUp and 174 points extracted from the ISS image. All the NightUp points cluster in the Neutral and Warm regions, which in both cases refer to non-HPS images, as shown in Section 3.3.1 and Figure 6. On the other hand, the colours
extracted from the ISS show a huge dispersion, without a clear clusterisation. In the HPS area, 86 points in H-S diagram come from NightUp and 411 from the ISS. Importantly, 94.2% of the NightUp photos are located in the HPS colour region (Figure 9f). The colours extracted from the ISS showcase here more a pronounced cluster, compared to plot the LED area. However, the colours extracted from the ISS have low V values and concentrate in similar regions of the H-S diagram for the LED and HPS areas, making it difficult to distinguish between lamp categories. This further proves that the NightUp approach is an important tool for colour characterisation in artificial lights at night.

**Figure 8.** (a) Inventory of the streetlights of Castelldefels, distinguishing the HPS lamps (orange) from the other types (blue) (b) Colours of the streetlights according to the ISS data. (c) Colours of the streetlights according to the NightUp data (where available). Selected areas are marked by the white dashed line.

**Figure 9.** (Top row): Comparison between the colours from the ISS (b) and from NightUp (c) for a region labelled by the city council of Casteldefels as LEDs (a). (Bottom row): Comparison between the colours from the ISS (e) and from NightUp (f) for a region labelled by the city council of Casteldefels as HPS (d). The colour of each point in (b,e) represent its kernel density estimation value with respect to a Gaussian kernel $\rho(H, S)$ (see main text for details)

### 3.4.3. Comparison between the NightUp and ISS Results on an Unlabelled Dataset

We finally study how our method (see Section 3.1) can classify unlabelled images according to their colour. To this end, in Fall 2020, we performed additional data acquisition in the cities of Barcelona and El Prat de Llobregat, for which we did not have any official database to compare with. Figure 10a,d show the colours extracted from the ISS ISS062-E-102578 image and the images gathered with the NightUp app, respectively. The latter were
taken by trained citizens, which additionally reported the visual colour of each streetlight photographed. While in this case we do not have access to an official database of lamp types, we use the visual report of the trained citizens in order to validate the following analysis: in the Barcelona and El Prat de Llobregat urban areas, they report mainly yellowish lamps, while the photos in the industrial area of Barcelona were of whitish streetlights (boxed region in Figure 10a, d). This allowed us to apply our method with more non-HPS lamps, that were scarce in Castelldefels, but abundant in the boxed region. Figure 10b,e show the H-S diagram for the whole unlabelled dataset both for the ISS and for the NightUp images, respectively. We can see how NightUp data are much more clustered than the ISS ones: we can distinguish various groups of colours, which, after inspection by the trained citizens, are directly related to the type of lamp that was pictured. To showcase this, we show in Figure 10c,f an excerpt of the previous dataset only containing the images taken in the boxed region. The trained citizens reported that in that area there were only whitish lamps, except for one that was clearly yellow. This is reflected in Figure 10f, where one can see that our analysis classifies these images in the neutral region, clearly separated from the rest of images of the unlabelled dataset. Importantly, the automatic colour analysis matches the colours described by the humans experts, hence further highlighting the validity of the proposed method.
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Figure 10. Analysis of an unlabelled dataset with the ISS (top row) and NightUp (bottom row). (a,d) Localisation of the streetlights photographed for the unlabelled dataset. The colour of the marker corresponds to the extracted colour for that localisation with the corresponding data source. (b,e) H-S scatter plot of the extracted colours from the previous unlabelled dataset. (c,f) Same but for the boxed region in (a,d).

4. Conclusions

The NightUp citizen science experiment aims at collecting information about the spatial distribution of colour of artificial lights at night, a powerful tool to understand light pollution, as the effects of light on the behaviour and health of humans, animals and plants varies enormously depending of the range of the visible spectrum considered. By means of a cross-platform mobile application, users were asked to take photos of streetlights. Then, we devised an algorithm to detect the lamps in the photos and extract their colour. With the geolocation of the NightUp data, we created a map that displays the colour of lamps in different regions. In order to validate the method before deploying it at large scale, we focused a first pilot NightUp campaign in the Castelldefels area, near Barcelona (Spain), for which we had an updated streetlight database provided by the city council, containing
the geolocation and the lamp technology (e.g., high-pressure sodium or LED) for each streetlight in the city. With this information, we were able to test the NightUp experiment in various conditions, testing both the accuracy of the data acquisition as well as the colour extraction algorithm. In particular, we show that our method gives an estimation of the colour of artificial light at night, sufficiently precise to distinguish warmer light sources from colder ones without a specific calibration of the device. Thanks to the comparison with the city council database, we identify the area of the H-S diagram associated with lamps emitting warm light. We define four other areas associated with different classes of lamp colours, and with it create an automatic classification algorithm of new photos, which we will use in future NightUp campaigns to automatically classify the photos from users.

As a final benchmark, and in order to directly test the method with respect to state-of-the-art approaches, we compare our results with those obtained by analysing satellite images taken from the ISS. The satellite approach has different benefits, such as being able to characterise the colour of night illumination of large regions with very few, or even a single image shot. However, this comes with a smaller spatial resolution, which makes characterising densely illuminated regions very hard. Moreover, the presence of obstacles or the fact that streetlights are pointed towards the ground heavily affect the colour analysis with this images. When compared to NightUp, we clearly see that colour extraction with the latter leads to clear distinctions between lamp colour categories, allowing to distinguish the HPS lamps from the other technologies, while the colours extracted from the ISS images can be hardly differentiated.

In general, there is no other field work similar in concept to what NightUp proposes and only other light pollution programs such as Globe at Night [45], Nachtlichter [46] and the Street Spectra project [47] could reach similar outcomes with much more resources.

To summarise, NightUp allows for an efficient and accurate estimation of the colours of streetlights in densely populated regions. The information extracted from this analysis could be then used by local governments to optimize outdoor lighting and address light pollution problems in their regions as well as by scientists in the light pollution community to expand their studies on the effect of the colour of light. For example, as an important outlook for this project, one can use the colours extracted from the NightUp data to efficiently calibrate satellite images, as for example, the one arising from the Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS), to improve the precision of ecological and economical parameters extracted from them.

Furthermore, because of its minimal technical requirements and the simple storytelling, we believe that NightUp can potentially expand to a global scale with the support of successful engagement strategies, allowing scientists to access and then characterise vast regions of the world with very few measurements.
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Appendix A. ISS Image Transformation Procedure

In this paper we use the ISS image ISS062-E-102578, which we first process following the procedure proposed in Ref.[28] using synthetic photometry from high resolution spectra. As we stated in Section 3.4.1, the ISS image values are in physical units (radiance values), whereas the NightUp ones are in the JPEG format, with arbitrary units.

In order to transform from radiance values to the HS values used in this paper, we use the following sequence of manipulations, which effectively generate image values comparable to the JPEG ones. The ISS plots do not use the same CCT, contrast and saturation adjustments of the NightUp images, so they are not directly comparable, although there is a homomorphic transformation between them. In order to compare the different datasets, we set the centre of the HS plot on known areas of pure white sources: this allows us to compare the two datasets, but it may also create a rotation on the HS plane and stretching effect.

We then rescale the three channels following

\[ x = \frac{x - x_{\text{min}}}{x_{\text{max}}} \]

with

\[ r_{\text{min}}, g_{\text{min}}, b_{\text{min}} = 0.01, 0.01, 0.003 \]

\[ r_{\text{max}}, g_{\text{max}}, b_{\text{max}} = 0.681, 0.603, 0.558 \]

The \( r_{\text{min}}, g_{\text{min}}, b_{\text{min}} \) values have been selected from the background of the delta of the Llobregat river, a non-illuminated area in the ISS image. With this operation, some negative values that do not have physical meaning may appear: they come from the noise distribution of the background. In order to avoid these artifacts, we set all the negative values to 0. We then apply the so-called gamma correction

\[ x \rightarrow x^{\gamma} \]

with \( \gamma_r, \gamma_g, \gamma_b = 1/1.8, 1/2.8, 1/3.9 \). Finally, we transform the new RGB amplitudes to HSV [41]. As the JPEG images are in arbitrary units, we can choose the values \( x_{\text{max}} \) and \( \gamma_x \) ad hoc, so that the visual comparison between the two data sets becomes easier.
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